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Nonparametricfunction estimationis a major researcharea at the present time and
we just mention representativeexamples of moderntechniquesfor multivariatefunction
estimationin several dimensions:ACE (Breimanand Friedman1985), MARS (Friedman
1991), CART (Breiman, Friedman,Olshen and Stone 1984), ProjectionPursuit(Huber
1985), Regression Splines (Stone 1985, 1991), the --method (Breiman 1991), Additive
Models (Buja, Hastie and Tibshirani1989, Hastie and Tibshirani1990). Neural net research is partlyconcernedwith multivariatefunction estimationin the sense that we use
it here; see, for example, Moody and Utans (1991). Each method has unique problems
and successes in providing accuracystatementsthat we will not discuss here.
In this article, we will be providing accuracy statementswithin the frameworkof
a general form of smoothing spline analysis of variance (SS-ANOVA) in reproducing
kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS). An overview of SS-ANOVA as it applies to polynomial
splines and tensor productsof polynomial splines can be found in Wahba(1990). More
recently this frameworkhas been generalizedto show how to include thin plate splines
in an SS-ANOVA model (Gu and Wahba1991a, 1993). The use of thin plate splines as
partof the SS-ANOVA model allows the modeling of geographicand other variables as
variables in main effects, interactionterms, and so forth.
In SS-ANOVA (and otherANOVA in function space approaches,see, e.g., Friedman
1991 and Stone 1985), f has a representationof the form
f(t)=

CC
+

f(ta)
a

+ y

fa3(ta,tl)

+

3

fa3y(ta,

t, ty) + ..

(1.2)

a<o3<y

ca</3

where the expansion is made unique and (usually) truncatedin some manner.
In the SS-ANOVA context the estimate fx of f is obtained by finding fA in an
appropriateRKHS to minimize an expression similar to
n

E(yi f-(t(i)))2
i=l

-

E
caEIM

0l'Ja(f)+

E

OJJa3(fa3)--

(1.3)

c,OEIAM

where IM is the collection of indices for components to be included in the model,
and the Ja, Ja, and so forth are quadratic"smoothness"penalty functionals. A is the
main smoothing parameter,and the O's are subsidiarysmoothing parameters,satisfying
an appropriateconstraint for identifiability.In previous work relevant to this article,
a mathematicalframeworkhas been developed for fitting these models by penalized
likelihood and in particularsmoothing spline methods (Wahba 1986; Chen, Gu and
Wahba1989; Wahba,1990). Numericalmethods for fitting the smoothing spline models
have been developed (Gu, Bates, Chen and Wahba1989 and Gu and Wahba1991b), and
publicly available code developed (RKPACK,Gu 1989).
The goal of this articleis the establishmentof component-wiseBayesian "confidence
intervals"in the SS-ANOVAcontext, thatgeneralizethe univariateBayesian "confidence
intervals"of Wahba(1983). These were furtherstudied by Hall and Titterington(1987),
Nychka (1988, 1990), and Cox (1989), and recently extended to the non-Gaussiancase
by Gu (1992). In this article we derive these intervalsfor each component f,, f/p, etc.
to be included in the ANOVA decomposition. More importantlywe obtain them in a
manner that allows a stable and efficient calculation. In addition we demonstratehow
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they may be computed using RKPACK.We suggest their propertiesvia a Monte Carlo
study.
It is a majortask of nonparametricregressionto providesome sort of accuracyinformation concerningthe resultingestimate. Wahba(1983) describedBayesian "confidence
intervals" for the (one component) smoothing spline model by deriving the posterior
covariance for f given the Bayes model that is associated with spline smoothing. Then
she showed by a Monte Carlo study that these confidence intervals appearedto have a
certainfrequentistpropertyfor f in certainfunction spaces. This propertyis an "acrossthe-function"property."Across-the-function"means thatwhen restrictingthe 95% confidence intervalsto the n data points, around95% of them will cover the values of the true
curve there.A partlyheuristictheoreticalargumentaboutwhy this could be expected was
given by Wahba (1983), and later Nychka (1988, 1990), Hall and Titterington(1987),
and Cox (1989) provided theorems concerningwhen and why they should work. Other
definitions of confidence regions are of interest, in particular,a set of intervals that are
requiredto cover 100% of the points with probability.95. Such intervalscan be expected
to be wider than the intervals considered in Wahba(1983). See, for example, Li (1989)
and Hall and Titterington(1988). To us it is importantand useful that the weaker definition of "confidenceinterval"that was adopted in Wahba(1983) and assumed here leads
to intervals that are easy to interpretpsychologically. In simulations,when the intervals
cover about 95% of the values of the true curve at the data points, the intervals more
or less "graze"the truth, and the width of the intervals is visually interpretableby an
unsophisticateduser as an accuracy indicator. We note that these confidence intervals
are not in general pointwise confidence intervals (there are not many "free lunches" in
nonparametricregression)-the coverage will tend to be less than nominal where the
true curve has sharp peaks or kinks and more than nominal where the true curve is
smooth. If the user interpretsthem appropriatelyacross the function, he or she will have
a reasonablefeel for the overall accuracyof the estimate.
The results of the Monte Carlo study described here are suggestive that the
component-wise confidence intervals roughly have the same "across-thefunction"coverage propertyfor each component, in the examples we have chosen. The reader may
judge from the plotted confidenceintervalsoverlayingthe true functionthe psychological
informationthat is conveyed by the intervals.
As a byproduct we obtain another useful graphical tool: In estimating functions
of two (or more) variables by nonparametricmethods, the data are frequently arranged
irregularly.This is particularlytrue for geographic data. While it is tempting to plot the
estimate in, say, a rectangle,once one is sufficiently far from the data the nonparametric
estimates become meaningless. We propose using certain contours of constantposterior
standarddeviationto boundan areawithin which the estimatedfunctionis to be displayed.
In Section 2 we briefly review and slightly extend the SS-ANOVA frameworkgiven
in Gu and Wahba (1991a, 1993). This will establish notation and demonstratethe key
ingredientsof a general SS-ANOVA. In Section 3 we give the component-wiseposterior
covariance functions. The proof is relegated to the Appendix. In Section 4 we review
some known reproducingkernels that are useful in SS-ANOVA. In Section 5 we provide
the details of how RKPACKmay be used to carry out the calculations of the Bayesian
"confidence intervals",and in Section 6 we present the results of a small Monte Carlo
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study on simulated data. In Section 7 we describe the applicationto some data on lake
acidity as a function of geographicallocation and calcium concentrationfrom the Eastern
Lake Survey (Douglas and Delampady 1990). In our original submission we suggested
what assumptionsand lemmas might be necessary to extend the main theoreticalresults
of Nychka (1988, 1990) concerning the propertiesof the (single component) Bayesian
"confidenceintervals"to the component-wise case considered here. This part has been
deleted at the suggestion of the referees, but may be found in Gu and Wahba (1991c,
Appendix B).

2. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IN RKHS
We will always assume that f is in some RKHS, that is, a Hilbertspace of functions
in which all the point evaluations are bounded. See Aronszajn(1950), Weinert(1982),
Mate (1989), and Wahba(1990). The last two give expositorydescriptionsof facts about
RKHS that are used here.
Let now H be some RKHS of real-valued functions of t = (tl,... ,td) e T =
T(1) 0 ... 0 T(d), where we may allow t, E T), an arbitrarymeasurableindex set,
and, furthermore,suppose the one dimensional space of constant functions on T is a
subspace of H. Then there are many ways that an ANOVA-like decomposition of the
form (1.2) can be defined for f in such a space. We now give a general construction.
For each a = 1,..., d, constructa probabilitymeasure d/, on T("), with the property
that the symbol (,a f)(t), defined by
(?af)(t)

=

T

f(tl,...,

td)dL, (ta)

is well defined and finite for every f E H and t E T (although of course (?af)(t)
will not vary with to). We need the further assumption, that considering (?af)(-) as
a function of t, then it defines an element of 7i. We will henceforth assume that this
assumptionholds (we will constructa generic example shortly).Then we can considerE,
as an operatorfrom H to 7H.We will call such operatorsaveragingoperators.Consider

I =

(a + (I-a))

= lE + (I
a

a

+
a</3

a

Ea)H

E

f3$a

+...+ +.(I-6
(

-(I-E)(I-p)
yra,/

a

).

(2.1)

This decompositionof the identitythen always generatesa unique (ANOVA-like)decomposition of f of the form (1.2), where C = (na, )f, ff = ((I-?a) IIp a ?3)f, f, =
((I - Ea)(I - ?3) f-ya ,,P ?7)f, etc, are the mean, main effects, two-factorinteractions,
etc. Note that the components will depend on the measures dt,u and these should be
chosen in a specific applicationso thatthe fitted mean, main effects, etc. have reasonable
interpretations.
This construction specializes to the ordinary two way layout by taking d = 2
and T(a) = {1,2,..., K,} for a = 1,2, T = T (1) T(2) and letting ?lf(t) =
and similarly for ?2. f(.) and (?,f)(. ) should be thought of as
lf(-y,t2),
K, Z
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K = K1 x K2 vectors here. Although other averaging operators are obviously possible, this pair seems to be in common use in the usual two-way layout without much
particularjustification. Note that if we adopt the ordinaryEuclidean inner product for
functions defined on K dimensional Euclidean space, then the ranges of the four operators 61E2,l1(I

-

p2), (I - ?1)62,

and (I -

l1)(I

-

62)

consist of four orthogonal

subspaces of Euclidean K-space whose direct sum is Euclidean K-space. In that case
the components are easy to estimate and have an intuitive meaning for the user. Note
that in the usual d-way layout, the functions of interest are only defined on the design
points, but that with the ANOVA that we will study, the functions may have a much
larger domain, and, although the domain is requiredto have a tensor product structure,
we will see that the design may not.
In the general RKHS case the range of each operatorof the form

In

Ql ,...,**ck

a

nJ (I-sp)
k+l, *.,ad

is a subspace of 7H,however, these subspacesare not necessarilyorthogonalwith respect
to the inner productin '7. In this article we will restrictourselves to ANOVA decompositions in RKHS such that the ranges of these operatorsare orthogonal.This will result in
components that are relatively easy to estimate and that may have an intuitive meaning
for the user.
We will now show how to constructgeneric RKHS's satisfying the previously stated
conditions, so that the subspaces that are ranges of productsof the ?,Oand I - ? are
all orthogonalin the inner productof the space. Let H-() be an RKHS of functions on
T(a) with fT(,) f(tc)dpa = 0, f C A(a), and let [1(a)] be the one dimensionalspace of
constantfunctionson T(). Considerthe space [1(a)]?H((-), where E is tensor(or direct)
sum. Then any f in this space will have a unique decompositionf = Pcf + (f- Pcf),
with Pcf = f fdd^ E [1(a)] and (f - Pcf) E 7-((a). We endow this space with the
Now, let
squarenorm ||fI12 = (Pcf)2 + I|f - Pcfl(,)
-= ?=,

[[l(")] EH()],

(2.2)

where ?,=1 is the tensor product of the d Hilbert spaces in the outer brackets. See
Aronszajn(1950) for a detailed discussion of tensor sums and tensor productsof RKHS
and Wahba(1990, Section 10) for examples. Furtherdetails will be given in Section 4.
The right side of (2.2) can be expanded as

-

H = [1] e -[ ([)]
a

E

E

3<a

[-H( )

7- (? ..]

,

(2.3)

where we have written [1] to denote d=l[1(a)], the constantfunctions on T and, with
some abuse of notation, we have suppressed [1(a)] whenever it multiplies a term of
a different form. That is, we have written H(1) instead of H(1) Xd=2 [1()], and so
forth. Hopefully this makes clear that the terms in brackets in (2.3) are all subspaces
of functions on T, even though the functions in them do not all depend on all of the
variables t,...

, td.
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Here f, E 7(a) is called a main effect, f-z E 7-(a) 7-{() is a two-factorinteraction,
and so forth. We are continuingwith this notationalconvention, that is, fa is considered
as an element of H even though it is a constantfunction of all the tg's except for P = ca.
The subspaces in the outer bracketsin (2.2) are all orthogonalin the tensor product
norm induced by the original inner products.Thus the decompositionof f of the form
(1.2) with C = (-I, ?a)f,fa c h(a), fa 7-C () 0 X() will be an orthogonal
decomposition.For other interestingviews of analysis of variance,see Antoniadis(1984)
and Speed (1987).
We want one furtherdecomposition,to allow for the impositionof spline and related
penaltyfunctionals.Let H(a) have an orthogonaldecompositionH({)-{H(a), where H(a)
is finite dimensional (the "parametric"part; usually, but not always, polynomials), and
H(a) (the "smooth"part) is the orthocomplementof H(a) in H(a). We will later let
where P(a) is the orthogonalprojectionoperatorin H(a) onto
Ja(fa) = lIP()fa ll),
H() . Thus the null space of J, in H(a) is H(a). X(a) 0H(p) will be a direct sum of
four orthogonalsubspaces:
(08)'
7HX(a)

=[(
0
E

n) H0 ()]

(2.4)

[Ha) 0
NH!
[nsa) 203

(2.5)
)]

(2.6)

0D [H(a) (0 n') ].

(2.7)

By conventionthe elements of the finite dimensionalspace -H(a)0R-d are not penalized.
In Section 4 we will let the penalties in the other subspaces be their squarenorms.
At this point we have (orthogonally)decomposed H into sums of productsof unpenalized finite-dimensionalsubspaces, plus main effects subspaces, plus two-factorinteraction spaces of the form parametric0 smooth (7r,s) of the form (2.5), smooth 0
parametric(s, 7r)of the form (2.6), and smooth 0 smooth (s, s) of the form (2.7), and
so on for the three and higher factor subspaces.
Now suppose that we have selected the model M; that is, we have decided which
subspaces will be included. Next, collect all of the included unpenalizedsubspaces into
a subspace, call it 7N?,of dimension M, and relabel the other subspaces as 'P, 3 =
1,2,... ,p. For example, in the case Ja(fa) f= (fm)(u))2du, H(a) is spannedby the
polynomials of degree less than m in ta that average to 0 under Ea, and ?0is sums
and products of such polynomials. N'3 may stand for a subspace N(a), or one of the
subspacesof the form (2.5), (2.6), (2.7), or a higherordersubspace.Ourmodel estimation
problem becomes: find f E M = H?00 p N'Hto minimize
1

(Yii=l

f(t(i)))2 + AE 0-1 llPf

ll2

(2.8)

13

where PO is the orthogonalprojectorin M onto 'It. Given a basis for N7?,and reproducing kernels R,3(s, t) for 'HP,an explicit formulafor the minimizerfx of (2.8) is well
known; see, for example, Chapter10 of Wahba(1990). The code RKPACK(Gu 1989)
may be used to compute the GCV estimates of A and the 0's.
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We end this section with a few remarksconcerning the choice of the probability
measure /,a. In the case 7T) consists of K, points it is natural to use the uniform
measureon the points-in any case this is the common practicein (parametric)ANOVA.
In the case thatT( is a finite interval,a naturalchoice, which would lead to interpretable
results, would be to let ft, be (a multiple of) Lebesgue measure. In the case that the
uniform measure on T() cannot be scaled to be a probabilitymeasure (i.e., if T() =
Ek() ), anotherchoice must be made. A uniformmeasureover a finite region of interest
or a measure reflecting the observationaldensity could be used. In the examples in this
article we will use Lebesgue measure when T) is [0,1] and uniform measure on the
(marginal)design points when T() = Ek(a).

3. BAYESIAN POSTERIOR COVARIANCES FOR COMPONENTS
In this section we provide general formulas for the Bayesian posteriorcovariances
for the components of f estimated by minimizing (2.8). The component-wise Bayesian
"confidenceintervals"are then computedfrom the relevantposteriorstandarddeviations,
generalizing the (single-component) Bayesian "confidence intervals" given in Wahba
(1983). The computationof the relevant quantitieswill be discussed in Section 5.
We first review some relevantfacts. Let R/(s, t) be the reproducingkernel for 'HO
and let ?1,..., (M span -0?.Let X (t), t E T = 0,T(a) be a stochasticprocess defined
by
M

p

T v(t) + bl/ E

X (t)=
~ N(0,

where r = (r,...,irM)'

Z (t)

/=1

Iv=l

I), and the Z3 are independent zero mean Gaus-

sian stochastic processes, independent of the Tr, with EZ (s)Z'3(t) = R3(s,t).
V
follows that Z(t) =
O/OZ,(t) satisfies EZ(s)Z(t) = R(s,t), where R(s,t)
, 0 RP(s, t).
Now, let

It

Yi = XF(t(i)) + i, i = 1,...,n,
where e = (e..., ..

.V(O, r2I). Let

n)'
-)
fA(t)

= lim E{X

(t)Yi = yi, i = 1...,

n}

and set b = a2/nA. It is well known (Kimeldorf and Wahba 1971), that
n

M

fx(t) = E d,vo(t) + E ciR(t, t(i)) ,
where d = (dl,...,

dM)' and c = (cl,...,

cn)' are given by

d =

(S'M-lS)-lS'M-ly

c

(M-1-

-

(3.1)

i=1

v=l

M-1S(S'M-~S)-lS'M-

(3.2)
)y,

(3.3)
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where S is the n x M matrix with ivth entry 0,(t(i)) and M = E + nAI, WhereE
is the n x n matrix with ijth entry R(t(i), t(j)). It is always being assumed that S is
of full column rank. Furthermore,for any A > 0, fA is the minimizerof (2.8). See also
Wahba(1978, 1990). The projections of fA on the various subspaces are the posterior
means of the correspondingcomponents and can be read off of (3.1). For example, let
gO, (t) = T7Ov(t) and go(t) - b'/2VOfZOZ(t),then we have
E(go,v(t)ly)

=

dv4v(t)

E(go(t)jy)

=

>ciOfRo(t,t(i)).

n
i= 1

The posteriorcovariancesof go,, and go are summarizedin the following theorem.
Theorem 1.
1

=

=
b v(go'V(8)go'1(t)1y)
1cov(ggi(s), gfl(t)1I)

=

I

tI

V80')

QdRvl(s,
t)1ci,p(s)QiRp(t
n~~~~~~~~~

,

i-i

cov(go(s), go(t)ly)

=

-

>3c(s)OR

,
sR(t,tt(i))

i-i

where ev is the vth unit vector, and (di,0(s),...
cn,/3(s)) = co(s)' are given by
(

do(s)

=

dm,o(s)) = do(s)' and (ci,f(s),...,

OfRfl(s, t(1))

(S'IM1S)-1S'M'1

(3.4)

0OR,3(s,t(n))/

(OflR13(s,
t(1))
cW(s)

=

[M-' - M-IS(SMM-1S'S')M-l

]

.

K0

(3.5)

6/Rf3(S, t(n))/

The proof is given in the the Appendix. It is clear that the calculation of the posterior
covariances boils down to the calculation of (S'M-1S)-1, co and do, which we will
pursue in Section 5.

4. SPLINE PENALTY FUNCTIONALS AND REPRODUCING
KERNELS FOR SS-ANOVA MODELS
We remind the reader (see Aronszajn 1950) that reproducingkernels (RK's) for
tensor products of RKHS are just the products of the individual RK's. In symbols, if
J-((') and H(2) are RKHS of functions defined on TO') and T(2) respectively,with RK's
R(2) (t2i t) then
t2)
R(l)(t1,t') 1 and 21`\2(2
ICI the
IC RK
\\1 R for
V jU(1)
L'\II`0 N(2) is3 the
1~ function
UILVIV of (tl,
L)L2
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and (t1, t2) given by R(ti, t2; t[, t') = R(1)(tl, t1)R(2)(t2, t'). By iteratingthis process
(and silently using the fact that the RK for [1(a)] with the norm defined implicitly just
before (2.2) is the constant 1) it can be seen that all of the R/3(s, t) that we need will be
known once we know the reproducingkernels for the 7-') and 7-(). In the following
simulations we will use -t(")'s that correspond to polynomial and thin plate splines
respectively. Examples of reproducingkernels for these cases appearin the literatureand
we will just display the results that we will use in the following Monte Carlo and data
analysis studies.

4.1

UNIVARIATE
POLYNOMIAL
SPLINES

For T) = [0, 1] the polynomial spline penalty functionalis Ji (f) =
(f(m)(t))2
dt. The null space of this penaltyfunctionalis the m-dimensionalspan of the polynomials
of degree less than m. -ra) is of dimension m - 1, and is the span of these polynomials
satisfying the side condition that they integrate to 0 with respect to /,. The elements
of 7(a) also integrate to 0 with respect to ,Ua and will satisfy m- 1 side conditions
to guaranteeorthogonalitywith ( a). RK's are given in Gu, Bates, Chen and Wahba
(1989) and Wahba (1990, Chapter 10), for /,a Lebesgue measure and side conditions
periodic boundaryconditions. We will use the case of m = 2 in the Monte Carlo study
in Section 6, and the RK's RX and Rs for H(a) and -Ha) in this case are reproduced
here: Letting ke = Be/i!, where Be is the EthBernoulli polynomial,
R,(t, t')

=

kl(t)kl(t')

(4.1)

R(t, t')

=

k2(t)k2(t') - k4([t-t']),

(4.2)

where [r] is the fractional part of r. For future reference we remarkthat in this case
-(H) is spanned by k1.

4.2

THIN PLATESPLINES
For Ta)

Jk(f) =

= Ek, k = 1, 2,...

y
Yl+...+k=M

the thin plate penalty functional is

(m'

Y!...

'k!

)
J -00

.-00

1

k

dxl ... dxk

For technical reasons it is necessary that 2m - k > 0. The null space of this penalty
functional is the M (m+k-l) polynomials of total degree less than m in k variables,
and H7a) is the M- 1 dimensionalspace spannedby these polynomials constrainedto
integrateto 0 with respect to /,a. This integrationmust be well defined,so we cannottake
p/a as Lebesgue measure over Ta) here. Reproducingkernels for this case have been
given in Gu and Wahba (1993) for uz, any probabilitymeasure nontrivially supported
on a finite unisolvent set of points. (A unisolvent set of points is a set for which least
squares regression on polynomials of total degree less than m in k variables is unique.)
The elements of -ta) integrateto 0 with respect to this measureand must satisfy M - 1
additionalmoment conditions. In the data analysis study in Section 7 we will let Ta)
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be E1 or E2, and m = 2. The reproducingkernel R, for X(ar) in Gu and Wahba(1993)
was obtained by choosing M linearly independentpolynomials 1l,..., ,M, in the k
variables, of total degree less than m so that 01 = 1 and so that they are orthonormal
under the inner product (%,,? ,) = f0s,?,d/,.
Then the RK R, for T-() with this
inner productis
M
R

(t, t') =

E

) (t)cf(t').

v=2

Letting P? be the projectionoperatorin X-(") defined by
M

P,f

= E

vfMvdIa,

v=l

suitable moment conditions on elements in -() are defined by P4f = 0. The RK
Rs(t, t') for 7-s) was obtainedas a function of the semi-kernel(variogram)Ek associated with thin plate splines, given by Ek (r) oc {T12m-k,where k is not an even integer,
and E

(r) oc 1rT2m-klog 171,where k is an even integer. Letting E(t, t') = E

(It-t'l),

where It - t' is the Euclideandistance between t and t' in Ek, and letting Pr(t) be P,
appliedto what follows consideredas a function of t, then, it is shown in Gu and Wahba
(1993), that the RK for 'HX) is given by
Rs (t, t') = (I- P(t))(-

Pr))(tt').

We remarkthat this result in the one-dimensionalcase (k = 1) goes back to deBoor
and Lynch (1966), see also Wahbaand Wendelberger(1980). The k = 1 case results in
polynomial splines for the main effect, althoughthe side conditionson M-O)are different
here from those in Section 4.1.

5. COMPUTATION
Generic algorithmsfor computingsmoothing splines have been developed by Gu et
al. (1989) and Gu and Wahba (1991b), with the smoothing parameters0 and A either
being selected via the generalizedcross-validation(GCV) method of Craven and Wahba
(1979) or being estimated by the ML-II (or generalized maximum likelihood-GML)
method under the Bayes model. These algorithms are implemented in RKPACK.We
illustratein this section that the quantitiesin Theorem 1 can be calculatedvia immediate
adaptationof the generic algorithms.
We first outline the relevant steps in the generic algorithm(Gu and Wahba1991b).
Let the QR decomposition of S be S = FR = (F,F2) (
) and let z = Fyy.
Let CS be the n x n matrix with ijth entry Rp(t(i),t(j)), and let EI, = F2E3F2.
Let S = Z,= 03E,. The GCV score V(A, 0) and the GML score M(A, 0) which are
minimized to obtain A and 0 are given by
z'(t + nAI)-2z
(trace(2 + nAI)-1)2'
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M(A 0)-=

z'( + nAI)-lz
(det(E + nAI)-1)1/(n-M)'

see Wahba(1990). After calculatingz and the Ef, the GCV or GML score is minimized
with respect to 06's and A iteratively. In this process each iteration consists of a 0step followed by a A-step, where the 0-step updates 0/'s to find a better orientation
of X/0f's and the A-step conducts a line search along the updated orientation. The
minimizing smoothing parametersare then used in calculatingthe fits. The initialization
takes O(n2) flops, each 0-step takes (2/3)(p- l)n3 +O(n2) flops, and each A-steptakes
(2/3)n3 + O(n2) flops. In the A-step (Gu et al. 1989), E is decomposed as E = UTU',
where U is orthogonaland T is tridiagonal(Householdertridiagonalization),to facilitate
the fast evaluation of the GCV or GML scores at different values of A. Recalling that
= F2U(T +
M = E + nAI, it can be shown that M-1 - M-1S(S'M-1S)-1S'M-1
=
and
S'M-1
+
R1'(FF- (F EF2)U(T nI)nX)'U'F2'
U'FT), where
(S'M-1S)E = ELP OBE]. So at the converged 00's and A the algorithmreturns
=
d =
c

F2U(T + nI)'U'F2y
R11(Fly- (F'FF2)U(T+

nI)-lU'F'y),

(5.1)

which are used to compute d and c of (3.2) and (3.3). Now it is clear that to obtain d,(s)
of (3.4) and c,(s) of (3.5) one only needs to replace y by
(03pR(s,t(l))..,

R(s, t(n)))'

in (5.1). F and U are usually stored in factored form, the applicationsof F', F, and
(T+nAI)-1 on vectors are of linearorder,and the applicationsof U' and U on vectors are
of quadraticorder,so for a single s these quantitiesrequireO(n2) flops extra calculation.
For S'M-1S we have
(S'M-1S)-1

=
=

R1'[(FIEF1 + nAI)
-(F[1'F2)(F2EF2 + nIA) -1(FEFI)] (R-11)'
R1 [(F'EF, + nAI)
-(F(FF2)U(T

+ nAI)-'U'(Fj2F,)](R

1)',

(5.2)

which can be calculated in O(n2) flops.
Finally,we need an estimatefor b. In this articlewe calculateit from an estimateof a2
via b = r2/nA. The computationalform for the varianceestimateusually associatedwith
the GCV selection of smoothing parametersis b cv = nAz'(E + nAI)-2z/trace(E +
A more familiar
nAI)- , and the GML estimateis `2ML = nAz'(YE+n-I) -z/(n-M).
form for &GCv is GCV= (residual sum of squares/degreesof freedom for noise); see
Wahba(1983, 1990), Gu (1989), and Gu and Wahba(1991b), Hall and Titterington(1987)
for furtherinformationabout o~GCv.
To facilitate the application of the technique developed in this article, two
self-documented utility routines have been added to RKPACK to carry out the
calculations in (5.1) and (5.2). The routines are to be used in conjunction with the
RKPACK drivers and the usage is illustratedin our simulation code. (See Section 6
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for simulations.)The RKPACKpackage including the simulationcode is available from
in the general directory as rkpk and from
statlib@temper.stat.cmu.edu
in the gcv directoryas rkpk.shar. Write to either
netlib@research.att.com.
of these addresses with "send index" in the body of the message and the robot server
will respondwith instructionsfor using the system.

6. SIMULATIONS
We present the results of a pilot simulation study in this section to illustrate the
practicalperformanceof the component-wise Bayesian "confidenceintervals".Because
the method applies to a generic class of nonparametricmodels we are not attempting
a definitive study. Instead, we apply the technique to a single arbitrarybut nontrivial
test example and collect and describe the results. Our simulation code has been briefly
commentedand is availableto the public so thatinterestedreadersmay choose to augment
our simulationsby runningthe code on our examples or on test examples of their own
choice.
Our test example is on T = T(1) 0 T(2) T(3) = [0, 1]3, using a model built up
from the 7-H() spaces in Section 4.1 with ,u Lebesgue measure. We generateddesign
points t(i) (once and for all) from the uniform distributionon [0,1]3 and generated
responses by y = C + fi (t) + f2(t2) + f12(t1, t2) + e with e ~ N(0, a2). Note that there
was no dependence of the response on t3. The componentsof the test function used in
- t2)6our simulations were C = 5, fi(tl) = e3tl -(e3 - 1)/3, f2(t2) = 106[t(1
=
and
5
+
Be(4, 11)],
104[t3(1
f12(tl, t2)
cos(27r(tl
t2)), where
t2)1
Be(12, 7)]

Be(p,q) is the Beta function. These component functions satisfy the side conditions
= f (.)dta.
We chose to fit a model with three main effects and one two-factorinteraction:

0 = ?Efl = ?2f2 = Elfi2 = ?2f12, where S,()

f(t) - C + fl(tl) + f2(t2) + f12(t1,t2) + f3(t3).

(6.1)

is the five-dimensionalspanof { 1, kl (tl), k (t2), k (t3), kl (tl),
The unpenalizedspace H?O
kl(t2)} and there are six penalized spaces, each with a separatesmoothing parameter,
consisting of three spaces of the form H(") for the three main effects and three spaces
for the tl-t2 interactionof the form (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7).
For the simulations,we have chosen to use a model that is (one component)bigger
than the true model, to see whether the method will correctly suggest that the spurious
component is not present. In the simulations below we have taken n = 100 and 200,
and the six smoothingparametersthat we have in the model are probablyabout as many
smoothingparametersas one can expect to deal with with these small sample sizes. Thus,
we deleted a priorithe tl-t3 and t2-t3 interactions.The point of view we are takinghere is
thatthe SS-ANOVA should, strictlyspeaking,be thoughtof as a top-downapproach,that
is, the models being entertainedshould ideally contain the true model. Model selection
is, of course very important,but beyond the scope of the present paper. We just note
that 1) in the simulations below the confidence intervals do indicate that the f3 term
is not present, and 2) if the model is too small, then of course the estimate of ao2is
likely to be inflated.See Gu and Wahba(1993) for a discussion of some model selection
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Figure 1. CoveragePercentages of 95% Intervalsin the Experiments.Toprow: n = 100; bottomrow: n = 200;
left column:a = 1; center column:ar = 3; right column:a = 10. Plusses: sample means; dottedlines: nominal
coverage.

methods. Although we have not done a full fit including all the two-factor interactions,
we conjecturethat it can be done with a larger sample size, and that the results would
correctly suggest that dependence on t3 is absent.
Letting g(t) stand for any one of the four estimatedcomponentsfi, f2, f12 or f3, the
95% Bayesian "confidenceinterval"at t is then given by g(t) ? 1.96sg(t), where s2(t)
is the posterior variance for 3(t) obtained from Theorem 1 by collecting the relevant
terms, including cross-terms,from the penalized and unpenalizedcomponents. We note
that the threepenalized spaces in the t1-t2 interactionterm,which had been kept separate
for smoothing parameterselection, are lumped together as a single penalized term, for
display and for computing the posteriorvariance.
Six experimentswere run, with two levels of n (100, 200), crossed with three levels
of c (1, 3, 10). One hundredreplicates were generated for each experiment, and data
for the 50%, 75%, 90% and 95% confidence intervals were collected. In each case, the
numberof data points at which the confidence intervalscovered the true values of f, fi,
f2, f12 and f3 were recorded. These numbers were then divided by the corresponding
sample sizes to form the coverage percentagesof the intervals on the design points. We
summarizedthese coverage percentagesusing boxplots and some of them are presented
in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 collects the coverage percentagesof the 95% intervals in
all the six experiments,with the two rows correspondingto n = 100 (top) and n = 200
(bottom) and the three columns correspondingto a = 1 (left), a = 3 (center), and
a = 10 (right). Figure 2 augmentsthe center bottom frame of Figure 1 with the coverage
percentagesof the 90%, 75%, and 50% intervalsfor the n - 200 and a = 3 experiment.
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The sample means of the coverage percentages are marked as plusses in the boxplots
and the nominal coverages are superimposedas dotted lines. Boxplots correspondingto
Figure 2 for the cases not shown had a similar appearance.
In the n = 100 experimentshere, the GCV criterionchose to (nearly) interpolatethe
data in four of the one hundreda = 1 replicatesand in one of the oa= 3 replicates.These
cases can be readily detectedby estimatesof a2 which are many ordersof magnitudetoo
small, and by their plots, which are highly wiggly. There were no such near-interpolating
cases in the oa = 10 replicates nor in any of the three hundred n = 200 replicates.
This phenomenon, a small fraction of unacceptableresults in small sample sizes that
disappearsin larger sample sizes, has been noted elsewhere. See, for example Wahba
(1983). The 5 near-interpolatingcases have been omitted from Figure 1. We note that as
the difference between the fit and the data comes close to machine 0, the calculation of
posteriorvariancesby adding terms in Theorem 1 may become unstable.
We visually inspected many of the plotted intervalsand (with the above five exceptions) they all convey a similarvisual impression.Thereforewe will just display "typical"
n = 100 and n = 200 95% cases for the a = 3 runs. These cases were actually the
first replicatesin the two runs. Here the data for the n = 100 case form a subset of the
n = 200 case data. In Figure 3, the main effects are plotted in the top row and three
slices of the interactionare plotted in the bottom row, where the solid lines are the test
functions, the dashed lines are the n = 200 intervals, and dotted lines are the n = 100
intervals.
Note thatalthoughwe have plottedthe intervalsas continuousbandsfor a clear visual
interpretation,these curves should not be considered as defining classical simultaneous
confidencebands. In orderto make statementsabout their frequentistpropertiesfor fixed
f's (as discussed in Wahba(1983), Nychka (1988, 1990) and Gu and Wahba(1991c)),
we have to evaluate the coverage at the n data points and then average across the
data points. Coverage percentages aside, the 95% intervals appear to have the right
magnitude as judged by the fact that they just about graze the true curves over a few
percentof the domain.For the n = 200 case shown, consideringthe 95%, 90%, 75% and
50% confidence intervalsfor the entire function (not shown), they covered, respectively
97%, 89.5%, 72.5% and 43% of the values of the true function at the data points. The
correspondingnumbersfor the n = 100 case were 98%, 95%, 78% and 48%.
A point worth noting is the apparentlydifferent behavior of the intervals for f3
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compared to the other components, as can be seen in the boxplots of Figures 1 and 2
and fi,2(t1, .8). Solid lines: test function; dashed lines: n = 200 intervals; dotted lines: n = 100 intervals.

and in the f3 curves of Figure 3. In the test function f3 = 0, the GCV criterionoften
effectively removed the penalized space for f3 so that the fitted f3 was dominatedby the
parametricterm,which is a multipleof k (t) = t- 2. In this case sf, is also a multipleof
k1. Therefore,if the penalized space componentis removed completely then confidence
intervalsevaluatedat the data points would cover the test function f = 0 at all or none
of the design points depending on whether the confidence interval for the parametric
coefficient covered 0 or not. This has happenedin the example shown in Figure 3. This
can explain why the means of the f3 boxplots are roughly at their nominal values but the
spreadtends to be largerthan for the othercomponents.The all-or-nonecoverage pattern
has been diluted somewhat by the fact that in some of the replicates a small "smooth"
component has been included in the f3 fit.

7. APPLICATION: LAKE ACIDITY STUDY
We furtherillustratepossible applicationsof the Bayesian "confidenceintervals"on a
real dataproblemin this section. Fromthe data edited by Douglas and Delampady(1990)
based on the Eastern Lakes Survey of 1984 by the EnvironmentalProtection Agency
(EPA),we extractedobservationson 112 lakes in the southernBlue Ridge mountainsarea.
The response y is lake water acidity (surfacepH), as dependenton geographic location
and calcium concentration.A model of the form f = C + fi(ti) + f2(t2) + f12(t1, t2)
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was fitted in Gu and Wahba(1993). Here t1 is calcium concentrationand t2 = (x1, x2) is
geographic location. We let T(1) = E1, T(2) = E2, and ,u and /2 be uniform measures
over the (marginal) design points. We let _.(1) and 7-((2) be as in Subsection 4.2 with

m = 2. The norm in 7X(2)is "rotation-invariant"and hence is suitable for modeling
geographic effect; more technical details can be found in Gu and Wahba (1993). In
Gu and Wahba (1993) the interaction term f12 was retained in the model. When we
obtained component-wise Bayesian "confidence intervals"for this model as part of the
present study, however, the 95% intervals for f12 almost completely covered zero on
the design points. Thus we dropped the f12 term and refit the main-effect-only model
= n
f = C + fl(tl) + f2(t2). As usual, 1f = ?2f2 = 0, here Sfc
i=l fU(tc(i)).
The left and right frames of Figure 4 give the fitted main effects for pH and geography respectively. The constant term has been added to the fg main effect so that the
fitted fl can be visually compared to the data marked by *'s. The fitted fi main effect is
essentially a straight line. Contours for the estimated f2 main effect are the solid lines in
the right frame. The locations of the 112 lakes in the present study are marked as circles
in th rht
e 4, where
ofFigure
a
dotted lines indicate the state borders. It can be
rightframe
seen that the lakes run roughly along the Blue Ridge mountains, which run southwest to
northeast in Georgia, Tennessee, South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia. Although
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there is no data in the northwestand southeast corners, the estimate of f2 is defined everywhere. It is clear that as one gets far enough away from the data the estimate carries
little information.Our first task here then is to obtain a reasonablegraphicaldisplay of
what is hopefully the meaningful part of the estimated f2. To this end, we plotted as the
dashed lines in the left frame of Figure 5 the contoursof the posteriorstandarddeviation
calculated according to Theorem 1. We plotted the contours of the estimated f2 as solid
lines in the center frame of Figure 5 but only within a region with the posterior standard deviation smaller than .15 (pH). The choice of .15 is about 3 times the minimum
posteriorstandarddeviation in the left frame of Figure 5 but is otherwise arbitrary.The
right frame of Figure 5 presents a cross section of the 95% intervals for f2 taken along
the diagonal from the lower left to the upper right corner. The minimum value of the
estimated geographic component of the lake acidity occurs roughly where this diagonal
intersectsthe 82 degrees longitude line, roughly the location of Mt. Mitchell, the highest
point in North Carolina,at the high point of the crest of the Blue Ridge mountains.
To check how trustworthythe estimate and the intervals were, we simulated data
on the same design points with the above fitted main-effect-only model as the truthand
the associated variance estimate a2 = .0655 as the variance of the additive Gaussian
noise. Similar to simulations in Section 6, 100 replicates were evaluated. The coverage
percentageswere collected and are summarizedin Figure 6. There were 3 replicates in
which the fits interpolatedthe data, and these cases are omitted from Figure 6. As seen
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in Figure 4 the model fitted to the real data has a strong but linear calcium main effect
which is in the null space of the penalty, and as a consequence the intervals for fi in
the simulationsdemonstrateda fairly clear all-or-nonecoverage behavior. Based on the
first replicatein the simulation,Figure 7 presentsa parallelto Figure 5 but with the truth
superimposedin the right frame as the solid line.

APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We can see how to prove the various partsof Theorem 1 by a unified method if we
first prove the following: Qx(s,t) = E((fx(s)f(s))(fA(t) - f(t)) Y = y) is given
by:
/ (l(t)

( *i(s),...,
-Qx(

M(s))(S'M-1 S)-l

M/ R(tt(l))

%

/ R(t,t(n)) /
\
( R(s, t(l))

-(1(t),

..,

M(t))(S'M S)-S'M-1
R(s,t(n))

+R(s, t) - (R(s, t(l)),...,

2

R(s, t(n)))
/ R(t,t(l))

x[M-1 -M-lS(S'M-1S)-lS'M-l]

.
, R(t,t(n))

After we prove this, which is equivalentto Theorem2 of Wahba(1983), we show that
a
by simple substitutionin the proof, each of the posteriorcovariancesof the components
is obtained by the same technique.
Let y = f + e, where f and e are 0 mean Gaussian random(column) vectors with
Eff' = bEff, Eee = a2I, Eef' = 0, and let g,h be zero mean Gaussian random
vectors with Egh' = bEgh,Egf' = bEgf and Efh' = bEfh. Let a2/b - nA. Then we
have
cov(g, hly) = b(Egh - Egf(Eff
Let f(t)=

1E

i TV,,(S)

+ nAI)- 1Ef).

+ bZ(t), where r = (r7,...

rM)' - N(O,I), EZ(s)Z(t)

R(s, t), and r and Z(t) are independent.Letting ? = 7l/b, then
M

Ef(s)f(t)

- b[r,
E

v=l

(A.1)

v,(s)v,(t) + R(s, t).

=
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Now, let f = (f(t(l)),...,
f(t(n))), g = f(s) and h = f(t) and let S, E, and M be as in
the text. Let 0(s) = (q1(s),... , M())', and let R(s) = (R(s,t(1)),...,R(s,t(n)))'.
We have, upon substitutingthese into (A.1),
Qx(s, t) = rl'(s)q(t)

+ R(s, t) - (rlq(s)'S' + R(s))(r1SS' + M)-l(riSq(t) + R(t)).
(A.2)

Upon collecting terms the right side of (A.2) becomes
+

0'(s)[rl - rjS'(rSSS'+ nAI)- 1rS]0(t)
rq'(s)S'(r7SS' + M)-'R(t)
R(s)'(rSS' + M)-lrS77 (t)
R(s, t) - R(s)'(rSS' + M)- R(t).

(A.3)

Now, the following formulas are known (Wahba,1983, Eq. (2.14), and 1978, Eqs. (2.8)
and (2.7) respectively):
lim

rI- rqS'(r7SS'+ M)-Sr
--oo
lim ~oo rjS'/(rSS' + M)-1

=

(S'M-'S)-1
(S'M-1S)- 1S'M-1

+ M)-1

=

M-1 -M-1

lim-0(77rSS'

(S'M-15)-IS'M-.'

(A.4)
Substitutionof (A.4) into (A.3) gives the result. In orderto get the posteriorcovariances
of the componentsof fx, as given in the theorem,we can now see that by letting g and
h in the proof be any of Try,,(s), bl/2 /QZo(s), rT,,,(t), and b1/2V/QZ_(t), instead
of f(s) and f(t), we will obtain the posteriorcovariancesof the theorem.Similarly, the
posterior covariance of components which are the sum of several components may be
obtained by letting g and h be the relevantsums.
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